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Recommended for ages eight to eleven  

Cover  Synopsis  Details   

  

  

Nasty Nature uses fact files, quizzes and cartoons to 

show some of the more revolting and zany aspects of 

the animal world. This is the book for the kind of nature 

lovers who’ve always wanted to know which frog lives in 

the toilet!  

Nasty Nature  

N Arnold  

ISBN: 9780439944519  

Price: £5.99  

  

In this touching autobiography Floella Benjamin reveals 

the hopes and fears, and the pain she experienced when 

leaving the Caribbean for an unfriendly new life in 

England.   

Coming to England: An  

Autobiography  

F Benjamin  

ISBN: 9781406315967  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

  

A popular title teaching children “tricks tips and skills 

that no adult will teach” including how to whistle with 

two fingers, boobytrap a room, pop a wheelie, and get 

the last word in argument every time.  

How to Give A Wedgie  

D & J Borgenicht  

ISBN: 9781844584178  

Price: £5.99  

  

This book follows the story of the food chain of the 

grasslands in accessible language.  As well as showing 

what eats what, it also asks the question “Could it kill 

me?” for all the animals featured.  Part of a series 

including Arctic and Rainforest.  

Grasslands  

S Callery  

ISBN: 9781842997000  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

Part of a growing series including pirates, ballerinas and 

wizards, Imagine You’re a Cowboy contains everything 

aspiring cowboys and girls need to know - from 

important vocabulary, to what you should wear, plus 

some of the more famous stories of cowboys.  

Imagine You’re a Cowboy  

M & L Clibbon  

ISBN: 9781840894523  

Price: £5.99  
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Offers a guide to the most interesting and foul football 

facts, from the first mad matches with a pig's bladder to 

which foolish team played in their Yfronts, along with 

jokes, quizzes and cartoons.  

Foul Football  

M Coleman  

ISBN: 9781407108698  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

  

In Warriors, Terry Deary reveals the terrible truth about 

fighting men from around the world, including Roman 

soldiers, Greek soldiers, Vikings, Samurai and Native 

American Warriors.  

Horrible Histories:  

Warriors  

T Deary  

ISBN: 9780439943307  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

Find out all about our planet's structures and the earth-

shattering processes that shape it. Packed with unusual 

views of the Earth and its features, this is a 

comprehensive guide to understanding planet Earth.  

DK Guide: Savage Earth DK 
Guides  

ISBN: 9781405314022  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

  

This book follows a foal's development from learning to 

stand on his spindly legs to thudding his hooves and 

charging around the paddock. A beautiful book that is 

guaranteed to be a hit with all pony lovers.  

Horse  

M Doyle & A Rinaldi  

ISBN: 9781416911036  

Price: £5.99  
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Sink into this exciting introduction to the world of 

pirates, their origins, adventures and blood-thirsty 

battles. Everything you could ever want to know from 

why European kings and queens encouraged piracy to 

what pirates ate at sea.  

Eyewitness: Pirate Eyewitness  

ISBN: 9781405320443  

Price: £7.99  

  

This text features everything you need to know about 

the ancient Egyptians. Find out about hieroglyphs, 

The Ancient Egyptians  

A Ganeri  
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religion, pyramids, pharaohs, farming, clothes and much 

more!  

ISBN: 9781848980730  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

  

The inspiring story of Liverpool captain Gerrard’s rise to 

fame. This is adapted for younger football fans from the 

adult biography and is a lengthy read at 256 pages, so 

recommended for keen readers only!  

Steven Gerrard: My Story  

S Gerrard  

ISBN: 9781862304383  

Price: £5.99  

  

A lovely little spiral-bound book featuring tasty treats to 

make including chocolate truffles, coconut mice and 

fruit bread. Recipes are illustrated with step-by-step 

instructions and colour photographs.  

Yummy Little Cookbook  

R Gilpin    

ISBN: 9781409508496   

Price: £6.99  

  

This book explores the key information required by the 

National Curriculum for the study of Victorian Britain. 

Information packed and features lots of original 

photographs and colour illustrations.  

Victorian Britain  

J Guy  

ISBN: 9781846966583  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

The latest in a consistently popular series challenging 

readers to find bobble-hatted Wally in a range of ever-

changing scenes. Extra activities and stickers guarantee 

hours of fun for children of all ages and abilities.  

Where’s Wally? The Great  

Picture Hunt  

M Handford  

ISBN: 9781406303827    

Price: £6.99  

  

Read about the life of Hannah Montana in this book 

containing stories, live action shots from the TV 

programme and an exclusive mini book, featuring 

Hannah facts, quizzes and personality tests.  

Hold On Tight    

(Hannah Montana)  

ISBN: 9781407534480  

Price: £4.99  

  

This book is filled with science vocabulary and easy-to-

understand natural world information. A double-page 

diagram in every book explains all of the key features of 

that particular group's life cycle.  

Mammals  

H Head   

ISBN: 9781846960703  
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Price: £5.99  

  

This book explains 101 marvellous facts such as, why do 

we have nails? Why is the sky blue? Why can birds stand 

on electric wires and not be electrocuted? As well as 

information there are activities on every page.  

101 Things You Need To  

Know- And Some You  

Don’t!  

R Horne & T Turner  

ISBN: 9780747584766  

Price: £6.99  

  

This book features everything you need to know about 

the Romans including the creation of the Roman Empire, 

the emperors, religion, gladiators, health, the Roman 

army, and much more!  

The Romans  

C Hynson  

ISBN: 9781848980785  

Price: £5.99  
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From city streets to cliffs by the sea, discover which bugs 

live all around us. Handy fact files and stunning 

photographs help to identify wildlife in its natural 

habitat.  

Bugs  

T Jennings  

ISBN: 9781848352346  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

  

One in the ‘Reality Check’ series from Barrington  

Stoke, this tells the amazing story of Matthew Henson, 

an African-American explorer who was one of the first 

men to reach the North Pole.  

Arctic Hero  

C Johnson  

ISBN: 9781842994931  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

Draw your own Wimpy-Kid-style cartoons, fill in facts 

and lists, check out the full-colour comics inside and 

even write your own Wimpy Kid journal, just like Greg.  

Diary of a Wimpy Kid DIY  

Book  

J Kinney  
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  ISBN: 9780141327679  

Price: £5.99  

  

A series of exciting true life adventures, with each book 

containing a dramatic story written in an accessible style. 

Complete with fact files, time lines and a comprehensive 

glossary, this book has carefully constructed text to 

appeal to reluctant or less able readers.  

Danger Zone: Extreme  

Survival  

A Masters  

ISBN: 9780749694913  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

A series of true-life adventures for reluctant or less-able 

readers, encompassing astonishing feats, adventures and 

dangerous journeys. This has been written in a very 

accessible style and illustrated throughout with lively 

black-and-white line artwork.  

Get Real: Terror at Sea  

A Masters  

ISBN: 9780749640071  

Price: £4.99  

  

This book has loads of information on all sorts of 

brilliant things like black holes, planets, solar flares and 

red dwarfs, with no boring bits.  

Space, Black Holes & Stuff  

G Murphy  

ISBN: 9780330508933  

Price: £5.99  

  

Why snot is green? Do birds kiss? What makes our 

tummies rumble? This wonderfully funny and 

informative book contains the answers to these and 

many other questions which are frequently asked at the 

Science Museum.  

Why Is Snot Green? G 
Murphy  

ISBN: 9780330448529  

Price: £5.99  

  

  

  

Highly-illustrated facts about a range of extreme sports 

from cheese rolling to parachuting, followed by a thrilling 

short story, 'The Climb'. The book will appeal to older 

children and young adults and is particularly suitable for 

less confident readers.  

Extreme Sports  

D Orme  

ISBN: 9781841675909  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

A book for all the fans of the hugely popular Captain 

Underpants series, this activity book features word-

searches, mazes, quizzes, crosswords, help on how to 

draw the characters and some truly disgusting jokes!  

Extra-Crunchy Book O’Fun  

2!  

D Pilkey  

ISBN: 9780439978064  
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Price: £5.99  
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This collection contains hundreds of jokes on every 

subject under the sun, as well as the favourite jokes of 

famous celebrities. Designed to tickle everyone aged 

from seven to 70.  

Silliest Joke Book Ever  

Puffin  

ISBN: 9780141315768  

Price: £5.99  

  

This is a powerful and dramatic, second-bysecond 

account of the daring work done by an astronaut. The 

book is designed to intrigue and inspire reluctant 

readers aged 8-14; the simple text and low word count 

caters for a reading age of six to seven.  

Astronaut  

Stephen Ertle-Rickard  

ISBN: 9781841677811  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

  

  

This book includes a wide range of exciting and 
imaginative projects to help young children master  

different art and craft techniques such as printmaking, 

stencilling and model-making.  

Cartooning  

D Robins  

ISBN: 9781845382773  

Price: £5.99  

  

Car fans will love this photographic, statisticpacked 

guide to the world's most exciting cars. One of a fun 

series of books (including football stars and sharks) 

recommended for less keen readers.   

Top Trumps: Ultimate Cars    

M Saunders    

ISBN: 9781844253951   

Price: £4.99  

  

  

  

From the hugely popular author Jeremy Strong, this book 

is jam-packed with jokes, quizzes, puzzles and games, 

plus extracts from lots of favourite stories.   

Laugh Your Socks Off Joke  

Book  

J Strong  

ISBN: 9780141325132  

Price: £4.99  
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Animal Giants profiles the biggest animals ever to have 

inhabited the earth. Find out all about massive 

creatures, from the 50-tonne supersaurus of the late 

Jurassic era to the blue whale, the largest animal in the 

world today.  

Animal Giants  

B Taylor  

ISBN: 9780753410554  

Price: £6.99  

  

Budding artists will love this neat little hardback full of 

original and inspiring ideas for drawings, paintings, prints 

and collages using a variety of interesting materials.   

Mini Art Projects  

F Watt  

ISBN: 9781409500995   

Price: £6.99  

  

  

Great for encouraging budding artists, this book is 

packed with information and inspiration, including 

exciting drawing projects from a pack of thumbprint 

lions to a farmyard animal race.  

How to Draw Animals  

F Watt  

ISBN: 9780746063644  

Price: £4.99  

  

  

Tank fans will enjoy browsing this highly pictorial book, 

packed with statistics, photos and facts about army 

machines told in simple language accessible to less able 

readers.  

Military Machines J A 
C West  

ISBN: 9781846804489  

Price: £6.99  

 Recommended for ages eight to eleven  

Cover  Synopsis  Details   

  

A fascinating insight into the life of a great man, 

including facts about his early childhood in the Deep 

South to his powerful involvement in campaigning for 

civil rights in the 1960s.    

Famous People, Famous  

Lives: Martin Luther King  

V Wilkins  

ISBN: 9780749643539  

Price: £3.99  

  

Find out about best-selling author Malorie  

Blackman’s inspiring personal story, her early life and 
what drove her to become a successful writer.  

Includes an interview.   

Malorie Blackman V 
Wilkins  

ISBN: 9781848530010  

Price: £5.99  
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Packed with cartoon-strip illustrations and short 

biographies, this features the fascinating stories of 

famous and not-so-famous inventors from around the 

world including Leonardo da Vinci and Alexander Graham 

Bell, demonstrating how their creations have changed 

the world.  

Three Cheers for Inventors  

M Williams  

ISBN: 9781406301717  

Price: £6.99  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


